GORE SCORES TWO IN 3-2 WIN

Junior forward Oliver Gore (Stafford, England) scored a goal in each half to give the Battlin’ Bears a 3-2 win over the University of Great Falls. Rocky would open the scoring only five minutes into the game, Freshmen midfielder Jack Clancy (Dublin, Ireland) breaking through and finishing into the bottom left hand corner. Gore would add to the score in the 12th minute, driving home from outside the box past the Argo goalkeeper. UGF would respond early in the second half after a mix up in the Rocky box.

Three minutes later, Gore would restore the two goal lead, finishing off a deep cross field ball from junior midfielder Chris Jermy (Glasgow, Scotland). With only three minutes remaining on the clock, Great Falls would get themselves back into the game but could not find the tying goal as time expired.

Rocky will now represent the Frontier Conference at the Unaffiliated Group Tournament on November 10th. Game is scheduled for a 11am start.

“The team put forth a solid effort today. Great Falls are a very good team and caused us many problems throughout the game. Gore and Soderstrom came up very big for us today and I look forward to our next game in Salt Lake City” said Head Coach Richard Duffy.